Major Sake Brewing Area

History of OZEKI

2015 Shipping Record (Domestic)
Total in Japan: 553,406KL

１７１１

Established by the first president,
“Osakaya Chobei” at Imazu Village, Nishinomiya

１９６４

Launch “One Cup Ozeki”,
the first mega-hit cup sake

【No.1】
Hyogo (Nada)
148,864KL (26.9%)

１９６６ Introduce the first alcoholic vending
machine for “One Cup Ozeki”.

１９７９

Establish “Ozeki Sake (U.S.A.)., Inc” in
Hollister, California and start brewing,
as the first advanced Sake manufacture.

１９８７

Launch Honjozo “Karatamba”.

１９９０

Launch Junmai Daiginjo “Judan-Jikomi”.

２０１１

Celebrate 300th Anniversary of OZEKI

２０１４

Celebrate 50th Anniversary of “One Cup OZEKI”

【No.3】
Niigata
44,804KL (8.1%)

【No.2】
Kyoto (Fushimi)
101,527KL(18.3%)

There are about 1,400 Sake breweries in Japan.
The top 3 areas cover more than 50% share
of total shipping record.

Each area is rich in quality rice, pure water,
and skilled Toji (brew master).

OZEKI Sake Making Process

Why polish the rice?
Outer part of rice contains disturbing substances
for sake brewing such as protein or fat.

40min.

Polishing Rate 35%

Polishing Rate 50%

Polishing Rate 70%

Brown Rice

What’s KOJI?
Koji is a type of fungus that helps fermentation.
The function of Koji is to change starch in rice
into glucose.
①Sprinkle Koji mold
onRate/精米歩合
the steamed
Polishing
70%rice
②Put the rice into a Koji cultivator for two days.
1st day: 30℃(85ºF)/ 2nd day: 42℃(105ºF)

★The sprinkled Koji mold grows its root and
gradually gets into deep inside of rice.
Brown Rice
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What’s happening in Sake tank? ①

Starch
Enzyme →

酵
素

①Saccharification
Starch is too big to be fermented by yeast.
The function of Koji is to change starch in rice into
glucose.
Alcohol
Glucose →

CO2

ブドウ

糖

Yeast
②Fermentation
Yeast makes alcohol by eating the obtained glucose
by Koji.
This chemical reactions by Koji and Yeast have very
important roles for sake-making.

What’s happening in Sake tank? ②
We take 3-step preparation.
If you put all the ingredients at one time, bacteria easily contaminates the sake mash and the activities of
yeast is very low. So we prepare dividing into 3times.
Rice,
Koji,
Water

Rice,
Koji,
Water

Rice,
Koji,
Water

Shubo
-yeast starter for a batch of sake

1st DAY
1st STEP
Right after
preparation

2nd DAY
Rest

The 4th day

The 6th day

3rd DAY
2nd Step

4th DAY
3rd Step
The 15th day

It takes about 20 days to complete fermentation at the temperature of 15℃(60ºF)
to make regular type of sake.
※Ginjo 30 days / 10℃(50ºF)

How many Sake can be made in one tank?
Out of one tank, 6,500 of 1.8L bottles (11,700L)are made and 3 tons of rice is used for this volume.

Classification of Sake
Category

Specification

Classification

Ingredients

Junmai
純米酒

Sake brewed only from rice
and malted rice.
Rich in original flavor of rice,
profound and full bodied
flavor.

Junmai

Rice, Rice Koji
(Malted rice)

Special
Junmai

Rice, Rice Koji

60% or less

－

A limited amount of alcohol
is added to the matured
mash to enhance the aroma
and add the crispness.
Balanced, well bodied flavor.

Honjozo

Rice, Rice Koji,
Alcohol

70% or less

Less than 10%
of rice

Special
Honjozo

Rice, Rice Koji,
Alcohol

60% or less

Less than 10%
of rice

Brewed precisely using
highly polished rice.
Fermentation is processed
under low temperature.
It has a fruity, floral aroma
and a smooth, delicate
flavor.

Ginjo

Rice, Rice Koji,
Alcohol

60% or less

Less than 10%
of rice

Daiginjo

Rice, Rice Koji,
Alcohol

50% or less

Less than 10%
of rice

Junmai
Ginjo

Rice, Rice Koji

60% or less

－

Junmai
Daiginjo

Rice, Rice Koji

50% or less

－

Regular
Sake

Rice, Rice Koji,
Alcohol
(※)

Honjozo
本醸造酒

Ginjo
吟醸酒

Regular
Sake
普通酒

Most consumed regular
type of sake.
Well balanced aroma and
flavor.

Besides the classification above, there are other characteristic sakes
such as Draft Sake, Taru Sake, Nigori Sake and etc.

Rate of rice polishing

Alcohol addition

－

Characteristic Sake
〆 Draft Sake
(Nama) Sake which does not include pasteurization processes
(Nama Chozo) Sake which is pasteurized one time only before bottling.
〆 Nigori Sake (milky sake)
Cloudy sake made by filtering sake mash using clothes of rough mesh.
〆 Taru Sake (barrel sake)
Sake which is stored in a wooden barrel and has woodsy aroma （and then bottled)

Sake Terms, Taste
〆 Nihonshu-do (sake meter value)
It shows sweetness and dryness of sake measured
by specific gravity.
Standard is ±0.
As sake is sweeter, the meter moves to －,
and is drier, the meter moves to ＋.
〆 Acidity
Organic acids, mainly lactic acids and succinic acids.
Lactic acids contribute to “profound flavor”, and succinic acids contribute to “enriching flavor.
If Nihonshu-do is the same value, people will feel that sake showing higher acidity is drier.

Tasting Map
Junmai Nama-Chozo
“Junmai Shiboritate"

Volume Zone
Honjozo
Nama-Chozo Genshu
"Karatamba Tarekuchi"

Honjozo
"Karatamba"
Honjozo
"Karatamba nigori"
Daiginjo
"Osakaya Chobei"
“ Sumo Junmai ”

“ One Cup Daiginjo ”

Taru Zake

Tokubetsu-Junmai
"Yamadanishiki"

“ One Cup Junmai ”

Trend Zone

Junmai
"RAI"
Junmai Daiginjo
"Judan-Jikomi"

Nama-Chozo-shu

“ One Cup
Junmai Nigori ”
Junmai Daiginjo
"Osakaya Chobei"
Sparkling Sake
“Hana Awaka”

Food Pairing
Food Pairing Map

Suggestions for your accounts !!

Japanese Cuisine

Mild

Hot Pot

Tuna sashimi

Pepper steak

Sushi

Vegetable & Seafood stew

Fried pork dumplings

Yakitori(Grilled chicken)
Shabu - Shabu
(Thin slices of beef
parboiled in hot soup)

Grillded fish
Zaru soba/udon

Refreshing

Korean Cuisine
Korean pancake

Fish & Chips
German-style fried potatoes

Shreded chicken with spicy
sesame sauce

Salty beef tongue

Prosciutto

Spicy cod innards

Carpaccio

Prawn in chilli sauce

Tacos

Hiyayakko(coid tofu)

Chicken & Vegetable stwe

Bean-starch vermicelli salad Kimchi(Korean pickles)

Olive

White fish sashimi

Yudofu(tofu hot pot)

Pickled mplant stemustard

Namul

Ratatouille

Shrimp with mayonnaise

Samgyetang
(Chicken ginseng soup)

Green soybeans

Caesar salad

Rolled omelet
Deep

Soy milk hot pot

Okonomiyaki
Ishikari-style
(Japanese hot plate pizza） salmon miso hot pot

Crab meat omelet

Camembert cheese

Mackerel simmered in miso

Sukiyaki

Deep-fried chicken

Bean curd Szechwan style

Grilled meat dishes

Beef stew

Sweet sour pork

Samgyopsal
(Grilled pork belly BBQ)

Steak

Tonkatsu(Pork cutlet)

【Mild】
“Tuna Sashimi”
"Yamadanishiki“

Pizza
Carbonara

Cream croquette

Rich

Western Cuisine・Other Cuisine

Roast pork

Tempura
Crisp

Chineses Cuisine

Oden
(Japanese hot chpotch)

Spaghetti Bolognese

【Crisp】
“Tempura”
"Osakaya Chobei"

【Rich】
“Sukiyaki”
“Junmai RAI"

【Deep】
“Pizza”
“Hana-Awaka“

Food Pairing “Cheese”

Mozzarella Cheese
and Sparkling Sake

Cheese for hard type
and Junmai Sake

Blue Cheese and
Daiginjo Sake

Cheese and
Hot Sake

Sake Cocktails
Ginger & Lemon
Ozeki Karatamba
Grated Ginger Juice
Lemon Juice

1 glass
½ tsp
1 tsp

※ Pour the ingredients above into
the glass with ice and stir.

Sparkling Flower Cocktail（Peach）
A: Ozeki Hana-Awaka 1/2
B: Peach Nectar
1/2
C: Grenadine Syrup
1tsp
※ Pour A&B into the glass, stir slightly,
and sink C.

Importance of Quality Control
〆 Keep sake out of light
Sake easily changes color and loses its flavor because of light.
Please keep sake out of direct sunlight as well as room light such as a fluorescent light.
Please store in a dark place until serving.
〆 Keep sake out of high temperature
If sake is put in a high temperature condition, it changes color and loses its flavor.
Store in a cool place until serving.
〆 Keep sake out of air
Once it is opened, it loses quality very fast because of chemical reaction of sugars and amino
acids in sake and oxygen. In order to enjoy fresh flavor, consume quickly once opened.
〆 Quick consumption
For Sake, fresh is best. Store in a dark, cool place and remember to drink as soon as possible.

